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MORE SIGHTINGS OF BRIDGES, BOTH HOME AND ABROAD.  

              Fig.1           Fig. 2

              Fig.3 Fig. 4

Eric Lienhard has reminded me of another example of bridges on Swiss stamps. In August 1997 Swiss 
Post issued their first full-colour Express Mail Service (EMS) Marken stamps/postage labels. They were 
imperforate and self-adhesive on film. There were three different designs - No.1 to Europe (showing 
Tower Bridge – Fig. 1 above) ; No.2 to North America (Golden Gate Bridge – Fig. 2) and No.3 to other 
parts of the world (Sydney Opera House). All three were valid for any weight up to 500gr. They were sold 
in small sheets of 6 stamps at all post offices. Single stamps could be purchased from 'Philatelie' for SFr. 
34.-, 45.- and 54.- respectively. Swiss Post's instructions for their use stated that 'Only EMS-Letters can 
be paid for with EMS stamps. These stamps are not permitted for any other frankings. They must not be 
cancelled to devalue them, but by detaching a perforated part on the left side. The date of posting is on 
the address label.' Swiss Post are always coming up with new products such as these  – can anyone tell 
me for how long were they on sale and what was their period of validity? Have there been any full-colour 
illustrated EMS stamps/labels issued since?

The 'Bridges' theme also gives me an excuse to include two other items. I believe Fig. 3 is the first 
illustration of a Swiss Telecom Telephone card to appear in the Newsletter – SFr. 5.00 'The Covered 
Wooden Bridge'  at  Olten.  Have we  any collectors  of  these plastic  artistic  masterpieces  among our 
ranks? I suspect it is a relatively expensive hobby, particularly if you collect mint Swiss ! Fig. 4 shows the 
cover of the Pro Patria 2003 booklet which provides yet another view of the Pont de St. Jean over the 
River Doubs at St. Ursanne highlighting the adjoining town gatehouse. This bridge is also shown on 
Z589 and B282, ten of which make up each booklet.     

What next for a future Newsletter ? -  how about sending in pictures of 'my favourite vignette'? (Editor)
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INTERNATIONAL OFFICES Part II                                                                               MARTIN MANTELL

Further to the article on this subject published in the June 2011 edition of the Newsletter (Pages 41 – 
44). Lack of space meant that some of the illustrations Martin had provided were omitted. They are now 
shown below :

            Fig. 1               Fig. 2

                                   Fig. 3                     Fig. 4

Fig. 1 Cover in 1927 to the League of Nations office with postage due and markings of the U.S. 4th 
Diplomatic Bureau (apparently the 4th Bureau can be distinguished from the others by the number or size 
of the 'vertical bars' on the cover).

Fig. 2 Censored cover in November 1939 from the international 'Women's Peace and Disarmament 
Committee' in Geneva. The League of Nations, formed in 1918, was partly based on such organisations. 
The Committee only existed from 1931 to 1940 and acted on behalf of multiple other women's groups. 
They were based in the 'Palais Wilson'. In 1932 they delivered a petition of 8 million signatures to the 
League of Nations during the 'Disarmament Conferences' held in Geneva from February of that year.

Fig. 3 Cover from Geneva commemorating the UN East Asian Conference held between France, Britain, 
U.S.A., Russia and China from 8th May to 20th July 1954. Its objective was to end hostilities and ease 
tensions in Viet-Nam, Laos and Cambodia. This conference established the "17th Parallel" which split 
Viet-Nam into North & South, with the intention that they re-unify in 1956 !

Fig. 4 Example of  the use of BIE stamps (cancelled) on 'intellectual aid' mail to a British Prisoner of War 
in Germany in 1943. The Bureau provided educational material to Prisoners of War on all sides (through 
international agreements) during World War II. If members look at any 'Internment Camp' covers in their 
collection - it is not unusual to find them addressed to this organisation. The BIE supplied 500,000 books 
to Prisoners of War from 1940–46.

FORTHCOMING  EXHIBITION -  9th -  11th December  2011  'Day  of  the  Stamp'  related  event  - 
PHILASIERRE 2011 (Stufe III exhibition category) in Sierre (Valais), Switzerland. 
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USE OF DEFINITIVE STAMPS FOR COLLECTING POSTAGE DUE (Part II)                BOB MEDLAND

                                 Fig. 1                                                                            Fig. 2

David Whitworth’s article in the October 2010 newsletter sent me hunting for examples of late use of 
definitives for postage due purposes. Some time back I acquired a bundle of around 25 covers that had 
been sent from various European countries to commercial addresses in Zürich between 1978 and 1993. 
All were under-franked but there was a confusing variety in the way that under-franking was noted by the 
originating postal authorities; the Swiss post office also seems to have charged the tax inconsistently. 
This highlights the difficulty and danger of trying to interpret individual postage due covers. Mostly the tax 
was collected against definitives of several issues, over-struck with a circled-T hand-stamp. In two cases, 
both from January 1984, the stamps were not over-struck - one of these is shown at Figure 1. Similar 
covers to this addressee had been struck with a circled-T both before and after this period so perhaps 
the canceller had been temporarily mislaid or broken at that time. This cover bears a 90c definitive stamp 
of the architecture series (phosphor issue 1963-68) for collection of the tax: evidently the PTT was using 
up stocks of old stamps for this purpose.

Figures 2 (above) and 3 (below) are under-franked covers sent from Belgium in late 1993. The correct 
letter rate was Fr28 so the former was under-franked by Fr1 and the latter by Fr13. The Belgian post 
office struck the cover-fronts with T marks, noting the shortfall on the former incorrectly as 16/28 (instead 
of 1/28) and the latter correctly as 13/28. The system of calculating the tax was the deficiency/postal rate 
x the Swiss overseas postal rate, rounded down to the next 5c, to which was added a surcharge of 90c. 
However in neither case does the system seem to have been applied correctly.

The Amateur Collector catalogue (2000) lists stamps used for this purpose only up to 1987 after which 
the practice was gradually phased out. This was partly brought about by the introduction of Hasler meter 
machines at main post offices but generally due to it being increasingly cost-ineffective to try and recover 
small amounts of postage due. Figure 4 is a nice example of the transition period. Posted unfranked from 
8162 Steinmaur to Zürich on 28th May1991, postage due of Fr1-30 was noted on the cover (80c ‘A’ postal 
rate + 50c surcharge). At Zürich main post office the next day, the letter was passed to the postage due 
counter where it was passed through a Hasler meter machine which marked the amount collectible by a 
red strike ZÜRICH 1 BRIEFAUSGABE 130 T. However, the letter was re-addressed to another part of 
Zürich so it  was returned:  the Hasler  mark was cancelled with an ‘UNGÜLTIG’ handstamp and the 
amount  due  annulled.  The  letter  was  then  forwarded  to  the  local  post  office  ZÜRICH  22 
FRAUMÜNSTER where the amount was collected against normal postage stamps – unusually not over-
struck with a ‘T’ mark. All in all, a lot of work to collect a small amount of money.

Footnote: to date, Figure 1 is the latest example I have seen of a stamp struck with a T hand-stamp for 
collection of postage due – which statement will hopefully prompt members to scour their collections and 
accumulations for later examples.

                                     Fig. 3                                                                             Fig. 4 
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OBITUARY – FRED PICKARD FRPS (London)

I regret having to inform you that a long time member of our Society, Fred Pickard, passed away in 
hospital on Friday 24th June following a heart attack. Members will recall from Fred's items in the last 
edition of the Newsletter that he was always passionate about his hobby and was looking forward to 
helping with the ongoing research on cataloguing the Fiscals and visiting the exhibition at Stans next 
year. His funeral took place at The Breakspear Crematorium in Ruislip Middlesex on Thursday 14th July 
and was attended by several members of the Society, the Vice-Chairman Eric Lienhard, the Honorary 
Secretary Peter Vonwiller and our Honorary President Claude Mistely whose appreciation of Fred is set 
out below. 

The photograph above shows Fred (third from left with a walking stick) and Swiss colleagues at the 
recent  Lugano 2011 philatelic exhibition,  including Herr  Ernst  Schätti,  President  of  the Swiss Postal 
Stationery Society (Editor).

AN APPRECIATION OF FRED PICKARD FRPS - CLAUDE MISTELY.

The year 2011 is proving to be particularly sad for  the Society.  We have now lost  two of  our most 
prominent members: First Michael Rutherfoord who gave us first hand information from Switzerland for 
many years, much of it in his “Did You Know” column that appeared regularly in the News Letter, and 
now Fred Pickard, a most active member for over forty years who was also Society Chairman between 
1986 and 1991. Michael and Fred both made significant contributions to Swiss philately and achieved 
well-deserved distinctions. 

Fred contributed hugely to the work of the Society, giving numerous presentations at both London and 
provincial meetings over the years. He promoted the Society at philatelic events whenever he could. He 
was a very popular speaker and always made his presentations particularly interesting, not only with 
what he showed but also in the great knowledge he imparted during his talks. He had some successes 
in Society competitions and at several exhibitions in England and Switzerland. He also wrote specialist 
articles  and  reviews  of  Swiss  philatelic  books  for  the  Society’s  News  Letter  and  other  philatelic 
magazines. His particular interests were the small landscape definitives of 1934, 1936 and 1948, the 
League of Nations New Buildings set of 1938, postal stationery and all aspects of Swiss Revenues. He 
also took an interest in postal history. These areas of interest became the sources of great knowledge 
and considerable expertise, which he passed on when he had the opportunity to do so. 

Amongst  other  achievements,  Fred  was  one  of  a  select  few Helvetia  Society  members  who  were 
nominated  for  membership  of  the  Royal  Philatelic  Society  and  he  also  made  his  mark  in  that 
organisation. He was also prominent at his local philatelic society in Pinner. 

Fred was a very popular Helvetia member and always took an interest in other people. I was one of 
many  to  whom  he  performed  several  little  kindnesses  and  was  one  of  several  members  whose 
collections  have  benefited  as  a  result.  London  members  in  particular  will  have  their  own  special 
memories of Fred and I am sure he will be long remembered with a great deal of affection by all who 
knew him.  
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MYSTERIES FROM ST GALLEN                                                                               PETER VONWILLER

Are the circular date stamps shown above unusual ?

Illustration on the left - A rather small double circle date stamp of St. Gallen dated 18th February 1871, 
the diameter being just under 2 cms. compared with the more usual 2.5 cms.

In use certainly from 1902 (see illustration) until 1928 a standard size double circle St. Gallen date stamp 
inscribed "NACHNAHMEN". Did other cities have a specific cds for Nachnahme items?

THE EARLY DAYS OF ENSCHED  É   

Did you know that the Swiss postal authorities called on the services of the printers 'Johann Enschedé' 
en Zonen, Haarlem for the set of four Pro Juventute stamps issued in 1929? Enschedé are, of course, 
still a thriving company, used extensively by the Royal Mail and other countries for photogravure printing 
of many of their stamps. They have printed a number of Swiss stamps since 2000, including the 'Good 
Luck Ladybird' and 'Clover Leaf' self-adhesive stamps in 2002 and 2003 respectively and the 'Swiss 
Design Classics' definitives and Bernadette Baltis's beautiful 'Christmas Decorations' stamps in 2004. 
Does anyone know the origins of the company and whether it was ever commissioned to do any other 
printing work for the Swiss postal authority in the 20th Century?    

CORRECTIONS TO THE NEWSLETTER

Bridges on Swiss Stamps (HPSN May 2011 P. 38) - Despite considerable efforts to make the schedule 
of  ''Bridges on Swiss Stamps'  complete,  I  note that  Torbjorn Hallenstvedt  identified  two others that 
should probably be included – see above. Although only a symbolic design feature, there is clearly a 
bridge on the 100c. value of the Centenary of the Swiss Post Bus service commemorative set (Z1193) – 
on the right. The justification for including the other, the 1997 Europa ('Fables and Legends')  stamp 
(Z919 - left) is a little more debatable, particularly as it does not depict a bridge ! Nevertheless Torbjorn 
points out that the folk tale it refers to is the legend of the 'Devil's Bridge' over the River Reuss in the 
Schöllenen Gorge. The stamp shows the large mural 'The Devil and the Billy Goat' which was painted on 
the rock face of the Gorge in 1950 by Heinrich Danioth, not far from the present 60m stone arch bridge 
which was built in 1930 (ref. PTT's 'Focus on Stamps' March 1997 P. 10). As thematic collectors, you 
have the prerogative to include in your collection what you personally feel relates to your theme, so 
make up your own mind. Further improvements to the schedule are always welcome (Editor).

Swiss Day of the Postage Stamp (HPSN  April 2011 P. 31) - Any sharp-eyed readers might have spotted 
that Vevey has also hosted the official Day of the Stamp exhibition on 2 occasions, in 1949 and 1984. 
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MORE ROMANSCH

Further to the article in the July 2011 edition of the Newsletter page 56. More examples of the use of 
'Romansch Grischun'  (the agreed common written base for  the five different  spoken dialects in  the 
Grisons) on two Publicity cancellations – NABA ZÜRI 84 and the Rhaetian Games at Lenzerheide – 
Valbella in August 1984 . Reference : 'Did You Know ?' in the HPSN June 1984 page 47.

A NEW PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT FOR  THE  AMERICAN HPS

Bob Zeigler has been elected by the members of the AHPS as their new President, following on from 
Harlan Stone. He is a charter member of the AHPS and held the posts of the Society's President and 
Secretary in the 1970s. He has a number of collecting interests including Swiss-originated World War II 
mail,  Swiss Internment Camp Mail  and the International Refugee Organisation.  He is on the Expert 
Committee for the American Philatelic Expertising Service, an accredited APS judge for over 20 years 
and served a term as  director on the APS Board.

Their new Vice-President is Roger Heath who emigrated with his parents and brother from Britain to the 
United States in 1951. His first venture into stamp collecting was based on Pro Juventute and Pro Patria 
stamps sent just after World War II  to his mother on packets of tiny chocolates and cheeses by her 
girlhood Swiss  pen  pal.  After  a  gap  he resumed collecting  in  the  1980s seeking out  Strubels  and 
varieties of Standing Helvetia at stamp shops and fairs in the San Francisco area where he then resided. 
Since then he has become a seasoned exhibitor winning many awards, in particular for his collections of 
de Coppet razor cancels and Hotel Schweizerhof cancels. (Ref. AHPS's 'Tell').

"NABA STANS 2012"

As was mentioned in the last edition of the Newsletter, a National Stamp Exhibition is scheduled to take 
place  in  Stans  between  Thursday 4th  and  Sunday 7th  October  next  year.  At  our  Annual  National 
Meeting in  Harrogate in  April  several  members expressed an interest  in  attending this  event.  Hotel 
accommodation will be more readily available in nearby Lucerne and Ian Gilchrist has kindly volunteered 
to negotiate a special rate with a hotel in the centre of Lucerne. As an indication of cost : a double room 
in a Lucerne hotel  in  October  for  five nights  would be in  the region of  Swiss Francs 800 to 1,200 
dependent on grade of hotel. A train service runs every half hour between Stans and Lucerne taking 
approximately twenty minutes and a shuttle bus will  operate between Stans railway station and the 
exhibition. Also being considered is the possibility of a Group visit being made to the Postal Museum in 
Berne on either the Friday or Saturday. Travel arrangements would be left to individuals and once an 
arrangement had been made with a specific hotel members could then make their hotel bookings direct, 
dependent as to how long they wish to stay. Ian will be helped in developing his negotiations if he has 
some idea as to the number of people who would be interested in taking up hotel reservations whilst 
visiting the exhibition and the Postal Museum. Ian can be contacted at PO Box 15, Harrogate, HG1 1SL 
or email : admin@igstamps.com. This is an exciting opportunity to visit a Swiss National and meeting 
with fellow members and their supporters all in a delightful and historic part of Switzerland. Do contact 
Ian if the idea appeals.
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PHILATELY IN FICTION WRITING

The information in this article is published courtesy of  the Philatelic Literature Review, the quarterly 
journal of the American Philatelic Research Library (www.stamplibrary.org). 

Looking for some bedtime reading or planning to read something light on the beach this Summer ? The 
American Philatelic Research Library, with help from some philatelists and crime writing enthusiasts, 
have been developing a bibliography of  'Philatelic  Fiction'.  They admit  that  'the degree of  philatelic 
interest in the entries varies considerably – in some it is central, but in many it is peripheral.' There are a 
preponderance of crime novels, with the theft of rare stamps or stamp collections being the subject of 
the story. Given the source of the bibliography, the majority of the entries are the works of American 
writers  or  publishers,  but  there  are  a  fair  sprinkling  of  books  of  British  origin  and  the  occasional 
translated non-English work.

The list includes : 'The Stamp King' by de Beauregarde, G. and H. de Grosse (Stanley Gibbons 1905)  ; 
'The Stamp Collector' by David Benedictus (Weidenfeld and Nicolson 1994) ; 'The Clue of the Postage 
Stamp' by Arthur Bray (Alex Thom 1913) ; 'The Postman' by David Brin (Bantam Books 1985) ; 'Spy 
Line' by Len Deighton (Alfred  A. Knopf 1990) ; 'A Prisoner of Birth' by Jeffrey Archer (St. Martin's Press 
2008); 'The Aviator' by Ernest K. Gann (Arbor House 1981) ; 'Antigua Penny Puce' by Robert Graves 
(Constable 1936) ; 'Solomon's Seal' by Hammond Innes (Alfred A. Knopf  1980) ; 'The Chalon Heads' by 
Barry Maitland (Orion 1999) ; 'The Magic Mountain' by Thomas Mann (Alfred A. Knopf 1927) ; 'Bruno's 
Dream' – by Iris Murdoch (Viking Press 1969) ; 'Going Postal : A Novel of Discworld' by Terry Pratchett 
(Harper Collins 2004) ; 'The Chinese Orange Mystery' by Ellery Queen (International Readers' League 
1934) ; 'Shades of Sleep' by J. B. Priestley (William Heinemann 1962) ; 'Southern Mail/Night Flights' by 
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (Penguin Books 1971) ; 'The Little Man from Archangel' by Georges Simenon 
(Hamish Hamilton 1957) ; 'The Wrecker' by Robert Louis Stevenson (Cassell 1891) ; 'Adventures of 
Goodnight and Loving' by Leslie Thomas (Methuen 1986) ; 'Tiger Street' by Elleston Trevor White (Lion 
Publishers 1976) and 'The Blue Mauritius' by Vernon Warren (Thriller Book Club 1957).
 
You will have to read them I'm afraid, to discover if philately is a central theme of the book or whether it 
has any relationship at  all  with  Swiss  philately  or  Switzerland.  If  anyone has additional  information 
please let me know. (Editor)

Ref. The American Philatelic Literature Review Vol. 59 2010.

'THE INDUSTRIELLE KRIEGSWIRTSCHAFT ISSUE OF SWITZERLAND 1918-1919' 

Ian  Gilchrist  writes:  A new book  providing  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  the  first  official  stamps  of 
Switzerland is due to be published shortly. By Michael Peter and Ralph Soderberg, it will be hardbound, 
172 pages with over 160 colour illustrations. It includes full details of plating characteristics to help the 
collector distinguish forgeries from the real thing. Easy to understand, German and English text in a 
collector-friendly  writing  style.  A “must”  for  the  new or  established  collector  of  this  issue.  The pre-
publication price is £49, retail £65 after publication. The print run will only be 200 copies which will be 
printed in August 2011. 

If you are interested in obtaining a copy you should contact the UK Sole distributor Ian Gilchrist at :
PO Box 15, Harrogate, HG1 1SL or email : admin@igstamps.com 

http://www.stamplibrary.org/
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NORTHERN GROUP REPORT                                                                                              DAVID HOPE

The Northern Group completed its season on 2nd April with the AGM followed by presentations from four 
members covering Airmails, MPOs, Debt Collection Envelopes and TPOs. David Colman was elected 
chairman for 2011-2012. Because of bad weather in recent winters it was decided to leave the January 
meeting  free  to  cover  a  possible  December  cancellation.  Also  it  was  decided  to  hold  one  open 
competition instead of the various categories normally used. The Highsted Cup and the Moore Bowl will 
be awarded for first and second places. The programme for the season 2011-2012 is as follows:

2011
10 September                         New Acquisitions/Members' Choice               All Members
1 October                                Meine Heimat + Revenues                            Eric Lienhard
5 November                            Swiss Postal Coaches                                   David Hope
3 December                            MPOs and Special Cancellations                   All Members
2012
7 January                                To be decided
4 February                              Definitives 1960-1968                                   David Whitworth
3 March                                  Chairman's Presentation                               David Colman
14 April                                   AGM and Open Competition                          All Members

IN THE EYES OF THE BEHOLDER

Early results of a poll of AHPS members reveals that they consider the most beautiful Swiss stamps to 
be the 'Basel Dove' and the 5 SFr 'Praying Hands' from the 'Pax' issue. Suggestions for the 'ugliest' or 
'least beautiful'  included Z870 (Stop Aids Campaign), Z1090 (a comic illustration) and the Cross and 
Numerals definitive set. (Views welcome – Ed. !). Some indication of HPS Members' preferences may be 
seen at the Southern Group's meeting in Salisbury on 22nd October 2011 when the topic will be 'My 
Favourite Stamps' – see below.

FUTURE SOUTHERN REGION MEETINGS

The  next  meeting  will  take  place  at  Cricketfield  House  Hotel  Salisbury  on  22nd October  2011 
commencing at 10.30.a.m. when the subject will be: 'My Favourite Stamps' - members to bring as much 
material as they like on their favourite stamps (rather than a specific stamp, as previously suggested). 
Dates in 2012 :  25th February – 'Pre-Stamp and Stampless Mail'  (e.g. Official) ; 2nd June – 'Picture 
Postcards' ; 20th October – 'Airmails'. All three meetings are for members' displays.

REQUESTS FOR HELP                                                                                                          KIT JARMAN

A) I have a complete set of the Industry and Landscape definitives (Zum/AC 297 – 308) cancelled to 
order postmarked first day of issue, all top right-hand side margins. The 20ct. value is 301A (Die II). 
Questions : (i) if Die II was issued on 1st August 1949, was Die I also issued on this date ? (ii) does 
anyone have such a copy of Die I to prove it ? (iii) if not, should not the Catalogue numbers be revised ?

B) This is a follow up to the Harrogate meeting at which I said I had (and still have) a used copy of 
Zum/AC 73D (perf  11½ x 11 - normally perforated 11¾ x 11¼). Members kindly directed me to the 
relevant  articles  on  Variants  in  the  'Swiss  Philatelist'  :  73D is  not  among these  Variants.  The  late 
H.L.Katcher could offer no explanation. Can you ?  Any help would be much appreciated.

MORE BEDTIME READING - Several of our members have tipped off your Editor that the book 'Swiss 
Watching : Inside Europe's Landlocked Island' by Diccon Bewes (2010) is worth a read. According to the 
publishers, Nicholas Brealey Publishing, it 'cuts through the stereo-types' and one critic describes it as 
'an exploration of everything that makes this enigmatic country tick'.
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